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3 of 3 review helpful Read the whole series By MW This is the second book in a series of four and I would 
recommend the whole series and read them in order This is a new author that you must read The books are spy thrillers 
but very much like John Le Carre and definately not like James Bond There are no car chases or gunfights Just more 
subtle posturing and mavouring The story is rather dark and the motto of the boo A gem of an espionage thriller A 
mystery based spy novel that will hold the reader by the throat from beginning to end Anyone familiar with the era 
will recognize the accuracy of Wilson s historical context and anyone seeking a thriller of page turning brilliance 
needs look no further I Love a Mystery Wilson s smart finely written sequel to The Envoy mines an underutilized 
place and period of cold war history Berlin 1956 will delight those readers looking for less blood and more 
intelligence in their spy thrillers Publishers WeeklyA 
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